
Greater Depth in Science and the
Foundation Subjects

Times:
Coffee and Registration from 8:45am. 
Courses run 9:30am - 3:00pm.

Prices:

1 Day Course:
£199 +VAT per person or £185 +VAT per person applies when 2 or more delegates from the same school attend on the same day.
* £220 + VAT per person or £205 + VAT per person applies when 2 or more delegates from the same school attend on the same day.

Book 5 or more delegates from the same school onto the same Conference and receive the 6th place free.
High quality handouts and lunch included. Delegates will also receive a certificate of attendance and an electronic version of the presentation.

Chris and the team can also deliver the above courses to schools and cluster groups as well as working with Senior Leadership Teams and Head Teachers on strategic development. Please contact us.

To book:
t: 01207 279 500   f: 01207 272 048  e: enquiries@chrisquigley.co.uk   w: www.chrisquigley.co.uk

Event: Greater Depth in Science and the Foundation Subjects

Course Leader: Chris Quigley

Audience: KS1 + 2 Teachers and Leaders

Course Outline:

Essential Questions:
• What is greater depth?
• What does greater depth involve in science and the foundation subjects?
• What sort of tasks should teachers plan to get greater depth?
• How can greater depth be assessed without teacher assessment frameworks in foundation subjects?
• What sort of questions should teachers ask?
• What does pupils work look like?
• How should we design the curriculum for depth not coverage?

Why is this course relevant or important?
A rich, broad, balanced and deep curriculum is currently the focus for school inspection. The emphasis has moved away from 
core subjects alone and now schools are increasingly expected to demonstrate that pupils have opportunities to gain the 
deepest possible degree of understanding in all subjects.

Greater depth is, for many schools, the next step in curriculum and teaching development. This course is both intellectually 
stimulating and intensely practical.

This course will advance your understanding of:
• The nature of greater depth in science and foundation subjects.
• How to plan tasks that will allow pupils to gain greater depth, with practical examples from science all foundation subjects.
• How to assess pupils understanding through a series of time efficient ways that do not add to workload.
• Developing expectations of pupils’ work.
• How to design a depth driven curriculum.

Take away from the course:
• Examples of greater depth tasks and questions from science and all foundation subjects.
• Example planning frameworks.
• Assessment advice.
• Examples of pupils work to help you create your own moderation materials.

About Chris:
Chris Quigley is a specialist in primary education. He has been a Teacher, Head Teacher, Lead Inspector 
and Trainer of School Inspectors. He is best known for his inspiring talks and his clear, easy to use 
support materials. He is also a publisher and a Director of Chris Quigley Education, where he leads a 
team of specialists, delivering inspiring training and talks all over the world.


